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TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OFUX1�xY1+x (X=P, As, Sb; Y=S, Se, Te) FERROMAGNET:IS THERE AN ANALOGY BETWEEN THENONMAGNETIC KONDO-LIKE SYSTEMAND THE CLASSICAL HEAVY FERMION ONE?�Zygmunt Henkiea, Ryszard Wawryka, Andrzej WojakowskiaAdam Pietraszkoa, Tomasz Cihoreka;b and Frank SteglihbaW. Trzebiatowski Institute of Low Temperature and Struture ResearhPolish Aademy of Sienes, 50-950 Wroªaw 2, P.O. Box 1410, PolandbMax Plank Institute for the Chemial Physis of Solids01187, Dresden, Germany(Reeived July 10, 2002)The a-axis thermoeletri power, S(T ) of the two-level-system Kondoferromagnets UPS, UAs1�xSe1+x and USbTe have been examined. Twopeaks of S(T ) dependene, related to two harateristi temperatures ofeletroni sattering, T �1 and T �2 , are observed below the Curie tempera-ture. The temperature T �1 , whih we speify as the Kondo temperature isindependent of x and equals 29:9� 1:7K. An overall similarity of S(T; x)behaviour for UAs1�xSe1+x and that for CexY1�xCu2:05Si2 heavy-fermionalloy system is observed and its origin is disussed.PACS numbers: 75.50.C, 72.15.Jf, 72.15.QmCox and Zawadowski [1℄ predited that assistane of the ondutioneletrons to the tunnelling of an atom or group of atoms of the two levelsystem (TLS) may lead to e�ets similar to those observed for single-ionKondo system. This nonmagneti analog of the ordinary Kondo problem isalled the TLS Kondo e�et. How far does the analogy go? This probleman be studied in uranium and thorium pnitohalogenides. Their rys-tals show the TLS Kondo e�et [2℄, that is espeially strong in UPS andUAsSe ferromagnets (TC � 100 � 120K). This is presumably due to theinlination to a disorder in their anioni sublatties [2, 3℄. The low-T resis-tivity, �(T ) upturn and a peak of the thermoeletri power, S(T ) at Kondo� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(1323)



1324 Z. Henkie et al.temperature TK � 20 � 50K, are signs of the inoherent Kondo satteringfrom the TLS entres in these ompounds [3�5℄. We extended our study toUSbTe and some UAs1�xSe1+x solid solutions and found that the S(T ) datafor UPS, UAs1�xSe1+x and USbTe form quite omplete piture whih weanalyse quantitatively below.The examined rystals were grown by the hemial vapour transportmethod [2℄. We have determined S(T ), �(T ), while x was estimated fromx(TC) graduation urve [2℄. The S(T ) was found to be strongly anisotropi.The previous analysis of S(T ) behaviour of some dipnitides and pni-tohalogenides showed that the Kondo-like features are the most learlyshown by the a-axis S(T ).

Fig. 1. The S(T ) for UPS, USbTe and UAsSe (TC = 108K). Arrows denote in turnthe harateristi temperatures T �1 = TK, T �2 and TC.The a-axis S(T ) data for UPS, USbTe and UAsSe (TC = 108 K) areshown in Fig. 1. The low-T resistivity upturn [3℄ and the peak of the positiveontribution to S(T ) for UPS at a harateristi temperature T �1 (Fig. 1)arethe lear sign of the TLS Kondo e�et in UPS. The �(T ) for USbTe shows nosign of the low-T resistivity upturn. However, we think that the low-T peakof the negative ontribution to S(T ) shown for USbTe in Fig. 1, an be alsorelated to the temperature T �1 . Another distint phenomenon observed forUSbTe is the high-T peak of the positive ontribution at T �2 of an unknownorigin. A shape of S(T ) urve for UAsSe (TC = 108 K) in Fig. 1 re�etssimultaneous presene of phenomena related to temperatures T �1 and T �2 ,respetively.



Transport Properties of UX1�xY1+x (X=P, As, Sb; Y=S, Se, Te) . . . 1325Variation of the shape of S(T ) urves with x is shown in Fig. 2(a) forsamples of UAs1�xSe1+x system in the range �0:006 � x � 0:074. Theinrease of x transforms non-monotonously the low-T peak from positiveto negative ontribution while the high-T peak ontribution remains alwayspositive. The low-T behaviour is shown more learly in Fig. 2(b), whereS(27K) data for partiular rystals are plotted vs x. This non-monotonousvariation of the low temperature S(T ) is aompanied by the monotonousinrease of r = �(4:2K)=�(300K) ratio where r ratio is a rough measure ofthe Kondo resistivity.

Fig. 2. (a) The a-axis S(T ) for seleted UAs1�xSe1+x rystals with di�erent x andorresponding TC. (b) The S (27K) vs x for UAs1�xSe1+x rystals, the same asin Fig. 2(a) plus two additional, full squares. Full irles present the �4:2K=�300Kratio vs x for another set of UAs1�xSe1+x rystals.Overall behaviour of S(T ) for UAs1�xSe1+x ferromagneti system isstrikingly similar to that observed for CexY1�xCu2:05Si2 paramagneti heavy-fermion alloy system when x varies from 0.1 to 1 [6℄. In the latter ase, thelow temperature transport properties re�et the eletroni sattering fromthe ground state doublet of the Ce+3 ion whereas the high temperaturetransport properties are determined by the lattie ontribution and by theeletroni sattering from the whole sextet of the Ce+3 ion CEF levels. Thehigh temperature S(T ) is haraterised by an extended positive peak weaklydepending on x.The same mehanism of eletroni sattering is predited either for theground state doublet or the TLS [1℄. This is the most probable origin ofthe qualitative similarity of the low-T S(T; x) behaviour observed for thedisussed systems. On the other hand several sattering mehanisms in theuranium system (eletroni sattering from lattie, magneti moment and



1326 Z. Henkie et al.unknown phenomena related to T �2 ), produe all together an extended peakof the positive ontribution to S(T ) depending weakly on x. This leads tothe overall similarity of the S(T; x) behaviour of both systems. To reduean in�uene of these additional ontributions on the determination of T �1 wefollowed the proedure proposed in Ref. [6℄.T �1 is assumed to be equal to the temperature at whih an abrupt hangeof dS=dT vs log T dependene is observed. This proedure gives T �1 = 30:5Kfor UPS and T �1 = 25:5K for USbTe. For UAs1�xSe1+x system we obtain T �1randomly sattered between values 31.6K for samples 3 and 2' and 28.5Kfor samples 1 and 2 with a mean value of T �1 of 8 rystals equal to 29.9Kand inauray limit �1:7K assumed as half of the sattering range.In onlusion, it has been found that the harateristi temperature T �1of the UAs1�xSe1+x system does not depend on x, Kondo-like resistivity andhybridisation [7℄, unlike that observed for the CexY1�xCu2:05Si2 referenesystem. Transformation of the low-T peak of S(T ) from positive to negativeontribution is aompanied by the inrease of the Kondo resistivity in thease of UAs1�xSe1+x system, unlike that observed for the CexY1�xCu2:05Si2,and with the disappearane of the low-T inoherent Kondo resistivity whenwe pass from UPS to USbTe, like it is in the referene system [6℄.REFERENCES[1℄ D.L. Cox, A. Zawadowski, Adv. Phys. 47, 599 (1998).[2℄ Z. Henkie, A. Pietraszko, A. Wojakowski, L. K�pi«ski, T. Cihorek, J. Alloy.Compd. 317�318, 52 (2001).[3℄ A. Wojakowski, R. Wawryk, Z. Henkie, Ata Phys. Pol. B 32, 3493 (2001).[4℄ Z. Henkie, A. Wojakowski, R. Wawryk, Z. Kletowski, T. Cihorek, Ata Phys.Pol. B 32, 3501 (2001).[5℄ Z. Henkie, A. Wojakowski, R. Wawryk, Z. Kletowski, T. Cihorek, Physia B312�313, 307 (2002).[6℄ M. O£ko, C. Geibel, F. Steglih, Phys. Rev. B64, 195101 (2001).[7℄ T. Cihorek, Z. Henkie, A. Pietraszko, A. Wojakowski, P. Gegenwart, M. Lang,F. Steglih, Solid State Commun. 121, 647 (2002).


